BK 4 Digital Airhead Tire Inflators

60-0358
Includes 6’ hose with single lock-on chuck

60-0351
Includes 21” hose with twin angle chuck

No More Back and Forth Between Pencil Gauge and Hose!

SPECIFICATIONS
Operating Pressure
4 - 250 PSI
Accuracy
± 2 PSI

FEATURES
● Inflate / Deflate While Still On Tire
● Rugged Design for Long Life
● Large Easy to Read Backlit Digital Gauge
● Individually Tested and Calibrated
● High Flow Valve for Faster Inflation / Deflation

PREMIUM ELECTRONIC TIRE INFLATOR!
The all new Branick Airhead Digital inflator may be small but that doesn’t mean you get less. It’s ergonomically designed to increase comfort in use and is incredibly accurate so you can be confident that the pressure is right every time. The Airhead Digital features an extremely rugged aluminum body that keeps the inflator light and easy to handle without sacrificing durability. It has a large backlit LCD screen so you can read it anywhere and will auto shutoff after 10 seconds so you don’t have to replace the AAA batteries often. The Airhead Digital may be the last inflator you’ll ever need.
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